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ABSTRACT
Onerous bail conditions result in an increase of administration of
justice offences and unnecessary detention in remand centres. Non-violent
offenders suffering from substance addictions are disproportionately faced
with the risk of increased detention time and “double charges” for use of
illicit substances that is both a condition violation and an independent
offense. The psychological effects associated with violating such conditions
is counter-productive to a rehabilitation-oriented justice system. People
suffering from conditions may feel forced to use in secret and may fear
obtaining clean needle kits and access to other harm reduction resources.
Abstention conditions effectively force people suffering from addictions to
keep their use private, which increases the risk of overdose and decreases
the likelihood that they will seek treatment independently out of fear of
harsh legal consequences. There is the possibility of a successful section 12
Charter argument against the imposition of onerous bail conditions on
people suffering from addictions as cruel and unusual punishment.
The federal government has taken steps to enable a more
compassionate and individualized assessment of condition violations
without requiring automatic charges. The new federal scheme may see a
reduction in the remand population, but it remains to be seen if it has an
impact in the frequency of abstention conditions ordered in Manitoba. The
meth crisis in Manitoba requires cooperation from all levels of government
as well as increased public health funding to treat people suffering from
addictions in long term facilities.
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I. INTRODUCTION

M

anitoba is experiencing an unprecedented increase in
methamphetamine use; straining health, law enforcement, court,
and corrections resources. The current approach of ordering
abstention from substance conditions for non-violent offenders at the
undertaking or judicial interim release stage is unreasonable. In similar
circumstances, lower courts in other jurisdictions have refused to enforce
abstention clauses on alcoholics. People suffering from addictions who have
committed non-violent offenses should not be ordered to abide by
abstention conditions without increased access to treatment resources.
Tackling the “Meth Crisis” in Winnipeg requires a public health approach
that has an emphasis on reasonable rehabilitation for accused persons.
Criminal charges by Winnipeg Police Services for methamphetamine
possession has increased by 809% since 2012.1 There has been a 1700%
increase in methamphetamine related emergency room visits since 2013.2
There is an average of ten to twenty Manitoba Liquor Store thefts per day
in Winnipeg, which the Winnipeg Police Services are attributing to the
increase in use of methamphetamine in the city.3 There has been a 19%
increase in property crime between 2017-2018 and a 77% increase in
shoplifting under $5000 in Winnipeg.4 Prosecutions related to
Methamphetamine use have increased 18,125% in the last twenty years.5
The “war on drugs” prohibition mentality in Canada has had the effect
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of arbitrarily criminalizing people suffering from addictions.6 This article
will consider the treatment of persons suffering from substance addictions
at the pre-conviction point in the criminal justice system, including the
undertaking, the bail process and during remand detention. While
improvements have been made to combat the devastating effects of
addiction and its links to increased criminal activity in Manitoba at the
sentencing phase, there is a substantial lack of resources for accused persons
who are in the pre-conviction phase of the criminal justice process. Onerous
undertaking conditions and judicial interim release conditions, excessive
administration of justice offence charges and the ongoing remand
overpopulation crisis are all significant issues within the Manitoba criminal
justice system. As an important note, this paper is not meant to establish
that perpetrators of violent crimes, firearms offences or gang-related activity
such as high-level drug trafficking should be treated with excessive leniency.
This paper is concerned with the treatment of people suffering from
addictions who commit non-violent offenses, such as possession for
personal use and administration of justice offenses, due to their addictions
and ongoing drug use.
Continued disproportionate prosecution of non-violent drug related
offenses committed by persons addicted to illicit drugs, specifically
administration of justice offenses, is not an appropriate response, nor does
it encourage rehabilitation. Persons suffering from addictions can be subject
to a revolving door of charges based on onerous undertaking and interim
release abstention conditions that, in effect, make it more difficult for them
to access rehabilitative treatments. Continuous contact with remand
facilities and the criminal justice system has an erosion effect on section
11(d) and 11(e) Charter rights; there are strong arguments that both
unreasonable interim release conditions and prolonged detention in
remand facilities are a violation of section 12 of the Charter.
This article will first set out the background of law of the right to
reasonable bail prescribed under section 11(e) of the Charter, following with
a discussion the increasing trends administration of justice offenses and
overcrowding of remand centres. This article will then set out the judicial
treatment of abstention conditions for alcoholics and the potential
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application of that body of law to abstention conditions for people suffering
from illicit substance addictions. The social and psychological effects of
abstention conditions on people suffering from addictions themselves will
then be explored; followed by an introduction and brief discussion of courtordered treatment conditions.
This article will then explore some Charter issues that all of the above
topics raise through a detailed discussion of sections 11(e) and 12 based on
current academic research and jurisprudence. Next, the recent changes to
the Criminal Code made by Bill C-75 will be examined with an emphasis on
how these changes may impact the enforcement of abstention conditions.
This article will finish with a look at how the provincial government of
Manitoba is responding to the meth crisis with public health initiatives and
recommendations on further steps.

II. LEGAL BACKGROUND
A. Right to Reasonable Bail
The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms section 11(e) guarantees
that any person charged with an offence has the right to not be denied
reasonable bail without just cause.7 This right has two distinct aspects: (1)
the right to not be denied bail without “just cause” and (2) the right to
“reasonable bail.”8 This section of the paper will focus on the conditions
that can be applied with judicial discretion onto accused persons and if
certain conditions, such as abstention and treatment conditions on persons
suffering from addictions, are objectively “reasonable” for the purposes of
section 11(e).
When a person has been charged with a crime, they can be released
before their trial on a judicial interim release, otherwise known as bail.9 The
accused can also be released with conditions imposed by the judge or justice
so long as such conditions are justified by the Crown.10 Release is to be
ordered in accordance with the “ladder principle”, meaning that a more
onerous for of release cannot be ordered unless it is shown by the Crown
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why a “less onerous form is inappropriate.”11 Criminal Code subsections
515(1) to (3) are the current codification of the ladder principle.12 The least
onerous form of release is without conditions, and the other provisions
within subsection 515(2) are ordered in escalating restriction on the liberty
interests of the accused.13 Of interest to this paper is the meaning and
intention behind the inclusion of the words “with such conditions as the
justice directs” in every potential release term within section 515.14
Subsection 515(4) outlines the conditions that a justice may authorize
as a part of the judicial interim release.15 Such conditions included in the
Criminal Code are: reporting to a designated person at ordered times,
remaining within a certain area or jurisdiction, notification of change in
address, abstaining from communicating with certain persons, abstaining
from going to certain places, surrendering passports, and complying with
any other condition specified.16
R v Antic sets out principles and guidelines for the application of bail
provisions; in regard to subsection 515(4) the Court states:
Terms of release imposed under s. 515(4) may “only be imposed to the extent that
they are necessary” to address concerns related to the statutory criteria for
detention and to ensure that the accused can be released. They must not be
imposed to change an accused person’s behaviour or to punish an accused
person.17

Conditions imposed on an accused who is applying for judicial interim
release must be connected to one of the three grounds for detention as
articulated by subsection 515(10) of the Criminal Code.18 These grounds are:
(1) to ensure attendance in court; (2) public safety and the likelihood of
reoffending upon release and; (3) maintaining confidence in the
administration of justice.19
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If an offender is an Indigenous person, reasonable bail includes the
application of Gladue to their release assessment.20 Reasonable bail must
take into account what is reasonable for the Indigenous accused with
consideration of the systemic issues that many Indigenous people are facing
including surety requirements and their ability to abide by conditions.21
Indigenous persons are overrepresented in prison populations as well as
disproportionately experience issues with substance abuse, addiction and
homelessness in Winnipeg.22 It is important to note that while the issues
that are affecting Indigenous people in terms of access to treatment and
other systemic barriers in the justice system is a profoundly important area
of research, this paper will be focusing on the experience of people in the
bail process who suffer from drug addictions in general.
Despite the Court’s insistence in Antic that conditions are not meant
to punish an accused -but presumptively innocent — person, many
conditions imposed instead appear to be less concerned with “primary and
secondary grounds, and are more concerned with behaviour or character
modification.”23 Conditions that monitor and modify the behaviour of an
accused prior to a finding of guilt are considered by some experts to be the
equivalent of a punishment prescribed on an innocent person.24
Conditions that are commonly imposed onto individuals released on bail
that are not expressly articulated in the Criminal Code include curfews, drugs
and alcohol abstention orders, drug and alcohol treatment orders, bans on
possessions of cell phones, computers and internet access and house
arrest.25 The imposition of conditions that cannot be reasonably complied
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with can be considered to be unconstitutional, and an infringement of an
accused’s section 11(e) rights.26
A recent study in Ontario considered one hundred and fifty-eight
accused persons with conditions imposed on their judicial release: ninetynine people were required to abstain from drugs, ninety-seven were required
to abstain from alcohol and twelve were required to enter court mandated
programs or treatment.27 Typically, accused persons are subject to an average
of six additional conditions as a part of their release.28 While many
conditions do have merit and often a nexus with the crime allegedly
committed by the accused, there is a trend for some conditions to be vague,
ambiguous, or focus on character improvement such as “seek treatment” for
drug or alcohol dependency.29 Where conditions imposed included
abstention from drugs or alcohol, the likelihood of a breach increases.30
Abstention conditions are not limited to judicial interim release. As per
subsection 499(2)(g) of the Criminal Code, officers who are releasing accused
persons from custody on an undertaking are also expressly permitted by the
Criminal Code to authorize alcohol and drug abstention conditions.31 These
conditions are imposed on an accused by peace officers, often prior to the
appearance of the accused in court. Paragraph 11(e) applies broadly to all
forms of interim release, including undertaking to appear.32

B. Administration of Justice Offences
Criminal Code subsection 145(3) creates the offence of failing to comply
with a condition of undertaking or recognizance, meaning that any person
who fails to abide by the conditions imposed on them as a part of the
judicial interim release or undertaking is liable to be charged with a separate
hybrid offense for violating those conditions:33
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Failure to comply with condition of undertaking or recognizance
145(3) Every person who is at large on an undertaking or recognizance given to or
entered into before a justice or judge and is bound to comply with a condition of
that undertaking or recognizance34

Generally, section 145 governs all offences collectively known as
administration of justice offences, which are offences that occur prior to
sentencing that are the result of breaching a judicial order or judiciallycreated offences.35
In 2011/2012 administration of justice offences that were the result of
a breach of a bail condition made up 44% of cases where the most serious
charge involved was the administration of justice offence itself.36 In
2014/15, 51% of cases where the administration of justice offence was the
most serious offence the accused was charged with, a custodial sentence was
ordered.37 In 2014/2015 there were approximately 75,000 ongoing
administration of justice cases throughout Canada.38 Manitoba has the
second highest rate of failure to comply with an order charges in Canada.39
Webster and colleagues propose that the reason for the increase in remand
populations is due to the evolution of a culture of risk-aversion behaviour
by criminal justice decision makers.40 The idea that increasing conditions
for pre-trial release will reduce crime is actually creating more “crime” where
administration of justice offences are increasing despite a decline in the
total crime and violent crime rates.41 Release of some accused persons can
leave the justice system vulnerable to criticisms from the public and reduce
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confidence in the criminal justice system as a whole if such persons reoffend
while on pre-trial release.42 Conversely, the benefits of releasing an accused
person prior to trial are not always appreciated by the general public.43
Administration of justice offences do not disappear if the underlying
charge is resolved, even with an acquittal entered for the original offence.44
Additionally, because breach of conditions are separate criminal offences,
appearing in bail court for a breach of condition in addition to the
underlying primary offence makes it more likely that more onerous
conditions, or possibly prolonged detention may be imposed on an
accused.45 Often once an accused person is charged with an administration
of justice offence and are released they are usually subject to more
conditions than they were for the initial offense.46
In practice, administration of justice offences can have the effect of
“cycling” people through the justice system for longer periods of time and
with a significant increase in punitive potential than what would be
contemplated for the original charge.47

C. Remand Centre Overcrowding
There is a disproportionate amount of people detained in remand
centres awaiting trial compared to those that have been found legally guilty
of an offence.48 Over the last ten years in Manitoba, an average of 66% of
the population of remand centres were accused persons who were waiting
on disposition of their charges.49 In 2007, Manitoba had the highest
average remand count in Canada; 90 per 100,000 residents.50 It is
important to remember that accused persons who are remanded have yet to
be convicted of a crime, and are therefore legally innocent.
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Remand centres and pre-trial detention have long been criticized for
the harsh treatment of legally innocent people.51 Pre-trial detention can
cause personal hardships such as loss of employment, negative financial
outcomes, loss of housing, loss of access to treatment programs, and
infrequent visitation with family.52 The centres themselves have been
criticized for overcrowding of inmates, lack of access to medical care, and
heightened violence.53

D. Judicial Treatment of Abstention Conditions on
Alcoholics
The Alberta Provincial Court case, R v Omeasoo dealt with an abstention
from alcohol condition imposed on a woman who suffered from alcoholism
as a part of her release conditions for a minor offence.54 Omeasoo was later
involved in an assault, but because she was intoxicated at the time, she was
also charged with a breach of her undertaking despite being the victim of
the assault.55 Omeasoo was an Indigenous person, and the Provincial Court
Justice did take this into account, as well as her upbringing by alcoholic
parents.56 The Court found that reasonable conditions must be “oriented
towards ensuring compliance with the goals of judicial interim release. It
must operate in such a fashion to ensure the accused’s attendance in court,
ensure the safety of the public and/or maintain confidence in the
administration of justice.”57 Conditions that an accused “cannot or almost
certainly will not comply with” were not found to be reasonable in
Omeasoo.58 Omeasoo used the analogy of ordering an alcoholic not to drink
is the same in principle as ordering a clinically depressed person to “just
cheer up.”59
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A similar case arose in Nova Scotia, R v Denny, where the accused was
released on judicial interim release with an alcohol abstention condition.60
She was found intoxicated in a private residence by the police with no
recollection of why the police were called.61 The Court found that ordering
abstention conditions on alcoholics in some cases may put the accused’s
health and well-being at risk if they are suffering from alcohol addiction.62
Denny also cites studies that make the strong proposition that “prohibiting
someone with an alcohol addiction from having any access to it may give
rise to potentially lethal withdrawal effects unless arrangements are put in
place for immediate access to emergency medical treatment.”63 The judge in
Denny refused to enforce the abstention condition because the Court did
not have the jurisdiction to order the accused to access and enter immediate
treatment.64
Omeasoo and Denny can be read to stand for the principle that alcoholics
should not be required to abstain from alcohol as a condition of their
release if it is highly unlikely for them to be able to do so or if their health
would be at immediate risk if they were denied access to alcohol. Abstention
conditions should, rather, be tailored to the individual accused and be
reasonable for the accused to comply with under reasonable circumstances.
Such reasonable circumstances may include abstention conditions to
further the objectives of an ongoing treatment plan. There must also be
consideration of if the accused is agreeing to abide by a condition to secure
release, where actual compliance with the condition is wholly unrealistic.65
However, the provincial judge in Denny made it clear that the decision
was influenced by the fact that alcohol is a legal and a highly available
product that is sold to people who are legally allowed to purchase it.66 Denny
makes an implicit distinction made in this line of cases between alcoholism
and an addiction to illicit drugs — namely, that the court considers if the
substance itself that is the source of addiction is legal.
Conditions that require the abstention from illicit drugs for accused
persons charged with drug-based offences or with offences they allegedly
committed while under the influence of illicit substances will typically meet
60
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the secondary detention criteria of preventing the accused from
reoffending. Some advocates and academics in British Columbia are
pushing to reframe the narrative of addiction as a criminal justice issue to
an issue centered in public health.67

1. The Effect of Abstention Conditions on People Suffering from Drug
Addictions
Outside of the medical dangers associated with withdrawal, abstention
conditions can force persons suffering from addictions to use drugs in
secret, consequentially avoiding safe spaces and resources, such as clean
needle kits, out of fear of breaching such conditions.68 Fear of punishment
for breaching abstention conditions can also force persons suffering from
addictions to refuse to seek help in the event of a potential overdose, or to
fear seeking out resources that offer addictions support. Abstention
conditions may cause people suffering from addictions to be dishonest with
probation officers, lawyers, and other members of the law enforcement
community.69 In effect, abstention conditions may actually operate in
opposition of the rehabilitation goals of the Court when ordering them;
persons with addictions are less likely to seek help and treatment for fear of
further criminal prosecution, harsher conditions, or increased jail time.70 In
practice, 40.9% of abstention conditions ordered in Manitoba are regarding
the consumption of illicit drugs (45.5% are for alcohol).71
Adding abstention from illicit drugs as a condition to judicial interim
release has been considered a double punishment for people suffering from
drug addictions because of the illegality of the substance.72 Persons who are
suffering from narcotic addictions may face charges for breach of conditions
and possession of narcotics as they are two separate offenses.73 If an person
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has abstention conditions through a probation order as well, they may be
held accountable for three separate offences based on the one behaviour.74

E. Treatment Conditions
In some cases, it may be appropriate for the court to order treatment as
a condition of judicial interim release; but some experts in British Columbia
argue that the increased trend to order rehabilitation plans as a component
of bail plans is contrary to the purpose of bail and is in actuality an attempt
to change the character of the accused.75 Treatment conditions ordered at
the interim release stage are not as common in Manitoba as in Ontario.76
The success of a person fulfilling these conditions depends almost entirely
on the availability of programs and resources that suit their needs.
In Manitoba, one advocate spoke to the wait time of getting into
treatment centres, even if the treatment condition was proposed by defense
counsel… “It’s not uncommon to have a condition that the accused attend AFM
for an assessment … [but] …even if the accused is successful in getting bail, they
could sit for months in jail waiting for a space to open up.”77
Currently in Manitoba, there are three types of drug treatment services
offered for people suffering from addictions: Rapid Access to Addictions
Medicine clinics (“RAAM Clinics”), detox centres, and long-term
treatment. Crown organizations, such as the Addictions Foundation of
Manitoba, offer long-term treatment programs in Winnipeg; as of January
2019, the wait time to access treatment was fifty-two days for men and two
hundred and six days for women.78 Other non-profit agencies in Winnipeg,
such as Main Street Project, offer emergency non-medical detoxification but
do not offer long-term treatment. RAAM clinics are newer initiatives that
have locations in Winnipeg, Brandon, Thompson, and Selkirk.79 These
clinics have very limited hours (some only open two hours per week) and
do not offer detox or long-term treatment services. RAAM clinics do
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coordinate with mental health professionals and can prescribe addiction
combating drugs such as naloxone and methadone.80 There are also
privately-owned facilities that offer long-term treatment and rehabilitation
for a fee.

III. DISCUSSION: CHARTER ISSUES
A. Abstention Conditions
The Charter section 11(e) guarantees the right to reasonable bail free
from onerous conditions. The jurisprudence from lower courts in other
jurisdictions shows that abstention conditions should not be imposed on
alcoholics that have no reasonable ability of compliance with such
conditions. It flows from this argument that the same type of conditions
should not be imposed on persons suffering from substances addictions
involving illicit drugs. There is general consensus in the literature that
onerous conditions operate to effectively punish the accused prior to a
finding of guilt through due process, which is contrary to the presumption
of innocence protected by section 11(d) of the Charter.81
Treatment conditions can be considered a more reasonable route for
the objective of treating the root of substance abuse issues, but the order for
treatment must serve one of the three objectives of detention in order to be
constitutionally valid. For crimes involving illicit drugs or where the accused
was intoxicated at the time of the offence, treatment conditions may not be
seen as arbitrary and unreasonable to order. In Manitoba, one advocate
stated that it was common for both the defence counsel and the Court to
include treatment conditions as a component of the bail plan.82 The
primary barrier to release where acceptance into a treatment program is a
condition is the substantial wait time associated with access to publicly
funded treatment resources.
In the article, “Antic: What the Supreme Court said and Did Not Say
about Bail”, Fitzgerald proposes that the conditions imposed as per
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subsection 515(4) are not qualitative “rungs” on the ladder as set out in
subsection 515(2).83 The addition of conditions to the appropriate form of
release, or “rung”, is a form of judicial consideration of the individual
characteristic of the accused, and bail courts “should not approach the
imposition of conditions with the same hesitance with which they consider
imposing a stricter form of release.”84 The imposition of conditions prevents
the Court from having to move up the ladder to a more restrictive form of
release.85
Conditions imposed should be connected to a primary, secondary, or
tertiary ground. The bail system has flaws, and the imposition of abstention
conditions is a significant challenge and threat to the liberty interests of
people with addictions. Abstention conditions are applied differently
throughout every jurisdiction in Canada.86 However, there are situations
where abstention conditions are appropriate, such as where the individual
is a threat to public safety when they are intoxicated.87 An accused with an
unreasonable condition as a part of their judicial interim release would not
have a practicable section 52 remedy — the laws governing the bail process
are not unconstitutional. In Antic, the SCC found that proper judicial
interpretation of the Criminal Code bail provisions did not amount to a
finding that the law itself engaged section 11(e).88 An individual accused
could seek a 24(1) remedy, where the action of the government is infringing
their Charter protected rights.89 However, if Fitzgerald’s interpretation of
Antic is to be followed, and so long as there is no error in application of the
ladder principle, it is possible that onerous conditions may not engage
section 11(e).
In his article entitled “Beyond Boudreault: Challenging Choice,
Culpability, Punishment”, Skolnik takes a different approach to the
interaction of onerous bail conditions and the Charter when analyzing the
Supreme Court’s decision in R v Boudreault.90 In Boudreault, the Court
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found that the imposition of mandatory victim surcharges
disproportionately affected poor individuals, therefore these charges
amounted to cruel and unusual punishment and were a breach of section
12 of the Charter.91 Skolnik argues that Boudreault supports the proposition
that bail conditions requiring abstinence from both alcohol and drugs are
“unconstitutional where defendants’ personal circumstances severely
restrict their freedom of choice whether to comply with those conditions.”92
Freedom of choice for people suffering from addictions has been discussed
by the Supreme Court before in Insite, where “severe drug addiction results
in a loss of control that impairs the free choice to do drugs”; the Court in
Insite rejected the argument that choice played a factor in health issues
associated with addictions.93
Section 12 of the Charter is the right to not to be subjected to any cruel
and unusual treatment or punishment.94 If a punishment is found to be
“grossly disproportionate” under section 12, there is a “constitutional
remedy in relation to the penalty, but” the criminalization of the conduct
itself remains valid and “punishable by an alternative form of penalty.”95 In
R v Smith, the Court was tasked with determining the constitutional validity
of subsection 5(2) of the Narcotics Control Act:
The undisputed fact that the purpose of s. 5(2) of the Narcotic Control Act is
constitutionally valid is not a bar to an analysis of 5(2) in order to determine if the
minimum has the effect of obliging the judge in certain cases to impose a cruel
and unusual punishment, and thereby is a prima facie violation of s. 12.96

Section 12 works in conjunction with section 7 (everyone has the right not
to be deprived of like liberty and security of the person) and section 9
(protection against arbitrary detention) of the Charter when the state is
imposing a “treatment or punishment” on individuals.97 The standard for
cruel and unusual punishment is gross disproportionality; the test as set out
by the Supreme Court is if Canadians would find the punishment
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abhorrent or intolerable, or if the “punishment prescribed is so excessive as
to outrage standards of decency.”98
Pre-trial interim release conditions would not meet the first arm of the
test for “punishment” as articulated by the Supreme Court in R v KRJ,
where (1) it must be a consequence of a conviction.99 The Court has not yet
defined what “treatment” means in the context of section 12, but has
referred to the broad definition of treatment to mean “a process or manner
of behaving towards or dealing with a person or thing”100 and “there must
be some more active state process in operation, involving an exercise of state
control over the individual, in order for the state action in question,
whether it be positive action, inaction or prohibition, to constitute
‘treatment’ under section 12.”101 In Charkaoui v Canada, the Supreme Court
found that detention without the means to challenge the terms may render
the detention arbitrarily indefinite and that “onerous conditions of release
that seriously restrict a person’s liberty without affording an opportunity to
challenge the restrictions” may also be cruel and unusual.102 Whether
conditions of judicial interim release meet the definition of a “treatment”
is questionable as it is possible to apply to vary the terms of a release order
as set out in subsection 523(2) of the Criminal Code.103 Skolnik makes the
argument that merely because judicial discretion exists, personal
circumstances of the accused may increase the difficulty of applying to the
point of effectual impossibility.104 For example, if the person suffering from
addiction is dependent on legal aid for their representation, it is possible
that access to variation applications would be difficult based on funding
concerns or the perceived inaccessibility to the nuances of the justice system.
If the Court were to accept this line of reasoning, it is possible that release
conditions could be found to be “treatments” and therefore engaging
section 12.
The next step in the section 12 analysis is to determine if the treatment
is cruel and unusual such that it is grossly disproportionate. Boudreault
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shows the Court’s willingness to look at vulnerable groups of offenders who
“live in serious poverty…have precarious housing situations… [and] struggle
with addiction” when determining if a specific punishment or treatment is
disproportionate to that group.105 Consideration of individual
circumstances is not a new concept to the Supreme Court; R v Gladue and
later, R v Ipeelee, both affirm that a framework for consideration of
aboriginal offenders must be applied in sentencing and supervision orders,
or LTSO’s, post-release.106 In Ipeelee, the Court also states “there is nothing
in the Gladue decision which would indicate that the background and
systemic factors should not also be taken into account for other, nonAboriginal offenders.”107
Abstention conditions are ordered with judicial discretion; they are not
mandatory and they can be varied by application to the Court. Skolnik’s
reasoning post-Boudreault is valid for a section 12 claims against mandatory
fines for systemically disadvantaged groups, it is unclear that even if bail
conditions passed the threshold for “treatment” that they would then be
found to be so grossly disproportionate by the Court to be a violation of
section 12. From an academic perspective, the argument is viable enough to
proceed with a chance of success on a case-by-case basis. However, from a
policy perspective, pursuing section 12 claims based on abstention
conditions could be a burden on limited legal aid resources. Such action
could leave courts open to an onslaught of claims in cases where judicial
interim release abstention conditions were validly enacted and in the public
interest to impose. This has the potential to undermine the intent and
purpose of the bail system as a whole where abstention conditions are
actually appropriate.

B. Remand Overcrowding
Accused persons who are in remand awaiting trial are legally innocent
people subject to state detention and therefore a restriction on their Charter
protected section 7 right to life, liberty, and security of the person, as well
as a potential infringement of the presumption of innocence under section
11(d) of the Charter.108 Prolonged detention in remand centres is, in effect,
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a punitive measure on legally innocent persons. Conditions can be so harsh
that time served in remand is eligible for a 1.5 day credit, however, if an
accused is acquitted there is no recourse for the time they spent in detention
prior to their trial.109 Often pleading guilty to the charges results in less time
spent in remand than if the accused follows through in asserting their right
to a trial.110 There is a positive correlation with being held in remand and
pleading guilty — some people will plead guilty just to escape remand
conditions.111 There is also a positive correlation with an accused being
subject to pre-trial detention and ultimately being found guilty.112
Administration of justice offences accounted for 68% of admissions to
remand in 2008/2009.113 There is typically no access to treatment for
addictions in remand centres for accused persons, in contrast to the options
for treatment and alternative sentencing available for sentenced
offenders.114 Other advocates believe that the treatment of accused persons
in remand centres may also be eligible for a section 12 application for cruel
and unusual punishment and a 24(1) remedy.115

IV. DISCUSSION: BILL C-75, SOLUTIONS, AND CRITICISMS
There are clear Charter issues that can be raised surrounding abstention
conditions and the bail process in general. Parliament enacted Bill C-75 in
part as a response to the mounting criticism to the bail system.

A. Undertakings
Bill C-75 removed the express mention of abstention from drugs and
alcohol conditions as conditions a peace officer can order on an
undertaking to appear.116 Subsection 501(3)(k) of Bill C-75 still allows for a
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discretion when awarding “any other specified condition for ensuring the
safety and security of any victim or any witness to the offence.”117 If peace
officers continue to impose abstention conditions on undertaking to appear
notices now that Bill C-75 has come into force, the validity of such notices
may be subject to an argument of statutory interpretation: removal of the
express provision authorizing the ordering of abstention conditions may
have indicate that it is Parliament’s intent to limit or eliminate their use in
the undertaking process.

1. Judicial Interim Release Conditions
The Criminal Code previously did not authorize abstention from drug
and alcohol conditions under judicial interim release.118 Bill C-75 did not
change judicial discretion to order additional reasonable conditions under
the new subsection 515(4)(f).119

2. Administration of Justice Offenses
The most significant change that will impact people with addictions
who fail to comply with abstention conditions are the changes to section
524 of the Criminal Code, which was previously titled “Arrest of Accused on
Interim Release” but has been renamed to “Proceedings Respecting Failure
to Comply with Release Conditions.”120 Subsection 145(3), which makes it
an offence to fail to comply with conditions of orders and undertaking
remains largely unchanged in substance.121
Criminal Code subsection 524(4) previously governed the “Retention of
Accused”:
(4) Where an accused described in paragraph (3)(a) is taken before a judge and the
judge finds
(a) that the accused has contravened or had been about to contravene his
summons, appearance notice, promise to appear, undertaking or recognizance…
…
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he shall cancel the summons, appearance notice, promise to appear, undertaking
or recognizance and order that the accused be detained in custody unless the
accused, having been given a reasonable opportunity to do so, shows cause why his
detention in custody is not justified within the meaning of subsection 515(10).122

This section substantially restricted the options of the judge when dealing
with violations of conditions and the onus is on the accused to show why
detention is not justified in the circumstances. The new subsection 523.1(3)
in Bill C-75 expanded the powers of judges to properly assess the
circumstances of the condition breach:
Powers- Judge or Justice
(3) If the judge or justice who hears the matter is satisfied that the accused failed
to comply with a summons, appearance notice, undertaking or release order or to
attend court as required and that the failure did not cause a victim physical or
emotional harm, property damage or economic loss, the judge or justice shall
review any conditions of release that have been imposed on the accused and may,
as the case may be,
(a) take no action;
(b) cancel any other summons, appearance notice, undertaking or release order in
respect of the accused and, as the case may be,
(i) make a release order under section 515, or
(ii) if the prosecutor shows cause why the detention of the accused in custody is
justified under subsection 515(10), make an order that the accused be detained in
custody until the accused is dealt with according to law and if so detained, the
judge or justice shall include in the record a statement of the judge’s or justice’s
reasons for making the order;123

The new approach to administration of justice offences is much more
compassionate and allows for consideration of individual circumstances,
and the circumstance of the breach to be taken into account when
determining if the accused should be detained as a consequence of the
breach. A violation of a condition that did not cause any harm to a victim
or property will automatically lead to detention with a reverse onus on the
accused will no longer the default position. Under the new provisions, the
Crown must show why detention is necessary. In theory, if a condition is
unreasonable or too onerous such that it will be impossible for the accused
to comply with it, and the breach did not cause harm, the judge or justice
does not have to cancel the release and order detention. The judge or justice
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can cancel the onerous release order and make a new release order under
section 515 or dismiss the administration of justice charge altogether.124
The federal government’s approach is consistent with the belief that
abstention conditions are warranted in some cases to protect the public
from accused offenders that truly are a risk if they are intoxicated. Some
advocates disagree with this approach: “[i]t is positive to give discretion to
not lay charges… [but it would be better to] remove stupid non-violent, nondangerous breaches from the code altogether.”125 The Criminal Code still
allows for discretionary orders of abstention clauses; violation of these
clauses still require a hearing to determine the consequences; court time
and resources will still be used in the process.
This approach to administration of justice offenses will hopefully
address issues with overpopulation in remand centres. What it does not do
is address the concerns and fear of people suffering from addictions
revolving in and out of the justice system for minimal breaches of onerous
conditions. Discretion to vary the consequences of the breach does not
remove the fear associated with violating a court order. Addicts may still feel
the need to avoid safe spaces and use in secret to avoid law enforcement
intervention and constant contact with the criminal justice system. Varying
the consequences does not necessarily make a violation of a condition less
stressful for the people suffering for addictions; the social isolation and fear
of seeking resources to help with addictions will still exist despite the
changes to the Criminal Code.
There is only so much that the federal government can do, or is willing
to do, to mitigate the disproportionate impact that abstention conditions
have on people suffering from addiction.126 Bill C-75 is a step in the right
direction, but the changes are still recent enough that it remains to be seen
if the new legislation actually has led to a reduction of abstention conditions
ordered overall. Bill C-75 may ultimately have no effect on the frequency of
conditions ordered; but it appears that application of the new
administration of justice provisions may reduce unnecessary detention and
escalating penalties for people already struggling with addictions.
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Addiction is not a solely criminal matter; many academics, health
organizations, and advocates are calling for increased funding for
treatments, detox, and counselling that can help treat the root cause of
addictions.127 Reshaping the provincial approach to the meth crisis as a
health issue and not primarily a matter of criminality is an important and
necessary step to reduce addictions and the increase in crime related to
substance abuse.

B. Manitoba’s Approach
In June 2019, the Government of Manitoba’s Illicit Drug Task Force
released their final report Recommendations to reduce the use and effects of illicit
drugs within Manitoba’s communities.128 Recommendations in the report
included: developing recreation activities, increase 24/7 safe spaces, expand
the capacity of Winnipeg Drug Treatment Court, expand Drug Treatment
Court to other cities, co-ordinate a “continuum of care” including
increasing detoxification centres and increasing long-term care, expanding
RAAM clinics and establishment of a centralized harm-reduction
distribution point (for clean needle kits and access to other life-saving tools
such as naloxone).129 The report did not go beyond making
recommendations to establish how such changes should be implemented in
the province. The report also did not go so far as to recommend safe
injection sites, despite evidence from Vancouver indicating that safe
injection sites are reducing harm and overdose deaths by 35%.130
In the 2019 fall election, the Conservative government ran on a
platform promising $20 million dollars for thirty beds in a new provincially
run short-term detox facility, new recovery and drop in centres, new RAAM
clinics and increased community outreach.131 There has not been any more
information released from the province on timelines for these promises, nor
has there been any information released on provincial intent to increase
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access to long term treatment, or further expansion of the capacity of
Winnipeg’s Drug Treatment Court.
The Province needs to divert more funding to establishing long-term
treatment facilities, supplement the funding for non-profits that supply such
services, and work on decreasing wait times for access to publicly funded
services. If the Courts are going to continue to order abstention and
treatment conditions on persons with addictions, there needs to be support
systems in place so that people suffering from addictions will not be set up
to fail from the moment they are released or spend unnecessary time in
detention waiting on access to court ordered services.

V. CONCLUSION
The challenges facing the Province of Manitoba in light of the Meth
Crisis are extensive and complex. There is no easy solution to reducing
criminal activity, increasing public health resources, and reducing drug
abuse in the Province. The solution does not lie in punishing people who
are already suffering from addiction-based illnesses for non-violent offenses.
The continuous application of onerous abstention conditions has quickly
become a Charter infringing practice, with sections 7, 11(d), 11(e), and 12
all potentially infringed at some point in the pre-conviction process. The
federal government has chosen to amend the Criminal Code to ease the
pressure on remand facilities that are dealing with overpopulation issues
and allow more judicial discretion when assessing violations of conditions.
The Province now needs to take the next steps of increase public health
funding and access to long-term treatment facilities.
Onerous bail and undertaking abstention conditions ordered for
people suffering from substance addictions should be found to be
unreasonable; defense counsel, the Crown and Judges should avoid
excessive use of such conditions if the individual circumstances of the
accused indicates (and the judge agrees) that they would be incapable of
compliance. Treatment conditions may be a reasonable alternative, but the
delay in accessing such treatments is causing legally innocent persons to be
detained in remand for an excessive and unacceptable amount of time.
The changes to the administration of justice offense provisions as set
out in Bill C-75 appear to be a step in the right direction in terms of allowing
judges to be more lenient on people suffering from addictions who have
breached a condition of their release. Judicial discretion to avoid stacking

charges on people suffering from addictions may avoid the section 11(d)
and 11(e) Charter issues. However, there is still judicial discretion to order
any condition that is reasonable, so it remains to be seen if there is an actual
decrease in administration of justice offense charges brought before the
Courts and a decrease in ultimate convictions that stem from breaches.
The meth crisis in Manitoba is not going to be substantially resolved
without cooperation and compassion from our federal and provincial
governments, courts, corrections, non-profits and health services. Addiction
does not exist in a vacuum - a multi-faceted problem requires a multi-faceted
solution.

